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 SPECIAL SUBJECTS
 
Pougln, Arthur. Dictionnaire historiqtte
et pittoresque du theatre et des arts qui
s'y rattachent	Pans, Firmm-Didot,
1885 775p il, 8 pi (7 col) 28cm         792
Sub-title Poe'tique, musique, danse, pantomime,
decor, costume, machinerie, acrobatisme Jeux antiques,
spectacles forams, divertissements sc&niques, fetes pub-
hques, rejouissances populates, carrousels, courses, tour-
nois
Khudekov, Sergfei Nikolaevlch Istoriia
tantsev . [History of dancing] S -Peter-
burg, 1913-18 4v il (many col ) 32cm
79332
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Beaumont, Cyril W. Bibliography of
dancing Lond, Dancing times, 1929
228p. 19cm 21s	016 793
Boston Public library Allen A Browne
collection Catalogue of the Allen A.
Browne collection of books relating to
the stage Bost, 1919 9S2p 26cm $2 50
0168
British drama league Library Player's
library and bibliography of the theatre,
comp by Violet Kent, with mtrod by
Geoffrey Whitworth and F. S Boas
Lond , Drama league, 1930-34 2v 016 8
v 1, Basic volume, 401p , v 2, Accessions since 1930
The basic volume is a catalog of over 12,000 plays,
giving for each play listed brief descriptive information,
t e, kind of play, number of acts, changes of scenery,
number of characters, period, etc Plays listed are
largely modern
Clarence, Reginald "The Stage" cyclo-
paedia, a bibhogiaphy of plays Lond,
"The Stage," 1909 503p 22cm	016 8
Sub-title An alphabetical list of plays and other
stage pieces of i^hich any record can be found since
the commencement of the English stage .	with
descriptions, authors' names, dates and places of pro-
duction, and other useful information comprising in all
nearly 50,000 plays and extending over a penod of up-
wards of 500 years
A title list with some subject entries, e g, Greek
plays, aiming to be complete for English drama and
selective for the better known foreign plays
Firkins, Ina Ten Eyck Index of plays,
1800-1926 N.Y, Wilson, 1927. 307p.
26cm Service basis	016 8
A comprehensive index of 7,872 plays by 2,203 authors,
showing where the text of each can be found m collec-
tions or other publications Indexes only plays in Eng-
 lish but includes translations of foreign plays In two
parts (1) author index, giving full bibliographic in-
formation about each play, and, in many cases, number
of acts and brief characterizations, as, comedy, tragedy,
social, domestic, etc , (2) title and subject index, refer-
ring to the author list Material indexed includes more
than 100 collections, some 600 volumes of individual
authors, periodicals, separately published plays
	Supplement, 1927-34 NY, Wilson,
1935 140p 26cm
Indexes 3,284 plays by 1,335 authors
Hyatt,   Aeola  L     Index   to   children's
plays   3d ed, rev   and enl   Based on
Plays for children     . by A I Hazeltme
Chic, Amer lib assoc, 1931 214p 24cm
$2 50	016 822
Index to plays, p 10-173, a title list with notes and
references to work containing play, Plays grouped by
special days and subjects, p 174-88, Plays grouped by
numbers of characters, p 189-206
Linde, Ernest Fuhrer durch die dramen
der weltliteratur, ausgewahlte buhnen-
dichtimgen im auszug 2 aufl Leipzig,
Brandstetter, 1925 912p 16cm M5
8082
A book of synopses, gives brief outlines of the plots
of German and Austrian plas/s and some dramas of
other literatures
Logasa, Hannah, and Ver Nooy, Wini-
fred Index to one-act plays. Bost,
Faxon, 1924-32 2v 25cm (Useful ref
ser, 30, 46) $12	0168
Basic volume Plays written in English or translated
into English, published since 1900 327p , Supplement,
1924/31 432p
Mehtz, Leo Leop   Die theateistucke der
weltliteratur ihrem inhalte nach wieder-
gegeben Berlin, Globus, 1904. 2v In 1
18cm op	8082
vl, 3d ed
Gives synopses, often very short, of more than 1,000
plays
New York. Public library. Foreign plays
in English   A list of translations in the
library, comp by D C Haskell NY,
1920 86p 25cm	0168
A list of plays from 30 different languages, arranged
alphabetically by original language, and under language
by author Alphabetical index of English titles at end
AMATEUR PRODUCTION
Perry, Clarence Arthur.   Work of the
little theatres, the groups they include,

